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Haley Reinhart - Heart And Soul
Tom: E

   Intro: E   B   Dbm   A

            E
 Why is it cool not to tell me how you feel?
             B
 Why do you get so still when I keep it real?
Dbm
 We really need to get this thing figured out now
A
 Don't like the way this thing's going down
        E
 Is it cool if I don't take it seriously?
            B
 Would you like it if you meant nothing to me?
Dbm
 Gotta breathe from this game you play
A
 Cause I got nothing to say

                 E
 I give you my heart and soul
                              B
 If you want me to give you my everything just to be with you
Dbm
 Are you listening?
                    A
 Am I talking to a wall?
                    E
 This time is your call baby

 Are we over?
     B
 Or did we ever start at all?
             Dbm
 Give you my heart and soul

 Heart and soul
   A
 Heart and soul

 Heart and soul

( E  B  Dbm  A )

            E
 Don't pretend you don't know what I'm talking about
             B
 Think it's time for you to man up and show it now
Dbm
 I don't know what you're trying to hide
A
 You got them feelings somewhere inside
        E
 Is it cool if I don't take it seriously?
            B
 Would you like it if you thought you meant nothing to me?
Dbm
 Gotta breathe from this game you play
A

 'Cause I got nothing to say

                 E
 I give you my heart and soul
                              B
 If you want me to give you my everything just to be with you
Dbm
 Are you listening?
                    A
 Am I talking to a wall?
                    E
 This time is your call baby

 Are we over?
     B
 Or did we ever start at all?
             Dbm
 Give you my heart and soul
 Heart and soul
   A
 Heart and soul

 Heart and soul

E
 Baby won't you give it up
B
 Cause it's enough for me
Dbm
 Give it all give it all
A
 Cause it's enough for me
E
 Baby won't you give it all
B                     Dbm   A    (B )
 Cause it's enough for me, Ohhh

                 E
 I give you my heart and soul
                              B
 If you want me to give you my everything just to be with you
Dbm
 Are you listening?
                    A
 Am I talking to a wall?
                    E
 This time is your call baby

 Are we over?
     B
 Or did we ever start at all?
             Dbm
 Give you my heart and soul

 Heart and soul
   A
 Heart and soul

 Heart and soul

( E  B  Dbm  A  E )
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